UIO Design Crit Feb 29 Notes

- will selecting “reset all” return to the tool defaults, or to the last settings (for example, if a learner made some changes in the panel, but then imported a preference set, would it return to defaults, or to original adjusted settings?)
	- reset all should always return to the tool default settings

- need to consider how long it will take for the dialog to show up

- could use a notification icon instead of a tooltip (when the panel is closed)

- can we “pre-check” for the existence of a preference set somehow (so that a learner isn’t taken through the whole process of authorization before getting the message that they don’t have anything to apply or that their adjustments will be overwritten)? If they already have an authorization token? Would still need to fetch and compare?

- could use an up-front dialog every time instead - regardless of whether a set exists or not e.g. “If you have an existing preference set it will overwrite your current changes, OK/cancel”
	- if user is logged in, the site knows whether or not it’s connected to GPII?

- what about error messages? e.g. “failed to connect to GPII” or fetch/save error or wrong ID

- make styling of Caution messages different from happy messages

- if user makes new adjustments that they haven’t authorized previously - exporting will trigger the authorization window? (SIMON)
For example:
Adjust —> Export —> Authorize (X, Y but not Z) —> Adjust Z —> Export —> no auth window triggered? therefore no export? or can we/should we trigger the auth window again (may be confusing)

- what about site-specific settings? different sites as different clients? how can they share a preference set?

- ask for read/write authorization for each preference? or just assume both?

- match preference names in auth window with UIO panel pref names

- always show full UIO set of prefs in the auth window (vs. export: just a subset based on adjustments made or  import: based on what’s in the GPII pref set)?

- Scenario 4 (you currently have no prefs stored in your GPII account) - had a question for Simon?
